Company Name:

Butler and Goddard Building Services Primary
Ltd
Trade:

Building Contractors

Distance from you:

0.00Miles

Contact Name:

Alan Butler

Full Address:

24 Lime Avenue

01276 682163

Camberley
Surrey
Postcode:

GU15 2BQ

Contact Telephone:

Contact Email:

butlerandgoddard@hotmail.co.uk

Contact Fax:

Company Website:

http://www.butlerandgoddard.co.uk

Company Number:

Contact Mobile:

07967 374402

Comments:
Location map:

Services Provided:
Building Contractors
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Traders Overall Rating:

Number of reviews:

10 Points

10

Customer Service
Quality of Work/Service
Punctuality / Efficiency / Time Taken

Comments from consumers who have used this trader
20-Apr-2021

I found that Butler & Goddard were an extremely
efficient and reliable builders. We never had any
problems of any kind and Alan Butler has a very good
team of workmen who are also very trustworthy. Unlike
many other Builders - he and his work force always tidy
up after their busy day and the site was always left
clean. He prides himself on his work and the work that
his team do. They were always on time and the lovely
extension that we are very proud and pleased with
kept within schedule. I would recommend his work to
anyone and have done so to people walking past and
commenting on the extension.

18-Apr-2021

I wouldn't hesitate in recommending Butler and
Goddard. They were efficient, hardworking and only
took on our build so completed the works In a timely
manner. If we were to ever need anymore building
work done in the future I would call them first. Alan
always took time out For us even after the build was
finished If we had any queries.

16-Apr-2021

Alan is a pleasant chap to work with who was prompt
and left the site safe and clean each day. The work is
of a high standard with no extras at the end the build.
The quote was for the completed job. I have already
recommended Alan to a friend.

16-Apr-2021

We were over the moon with the services Butler and
Goddard provided. We had a second storey extension
added to our property where the level of service and
craftsmanship was excellent. They were also very
mindful of our young children, which gave us peace of
mind. The price was exactly what they had agreed with
us and the time scale was also spot on. They guided us
through the whole process with them actively involving
us in choosing items that would match up with the
existing building. Would and do thoroughly recommend
them.

13-Apr-2021

We wanted to extend our 1950's bungalow and didn't
know where to start. Alan guided us from start to finish
in a friendly and professional manner - from architect
plans right through to internal fixtures and fittings. The
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job ran incredibly smoothly with the guys always being
one step ahead to prevent any delays. The building
work is such a high standard and their prices are very
fair. We honestly cannot fault them and have already
booked them in for a further extension and porch!
07-May-2017

The company provided an excellent level of customer
service. Mike, who was on site throughout, was
particularly impressive in both the service he provided
and his desire to get things exactly right and as we
wanted them. We would have no hesitation in using
this company again and would happily recommend
them.

17-Mar-2017

Their service exceeded our expectations, they were
hard working, honest and professional throughout the
build. We would highly recommend them to anyone
looking for a building contractor.

21-Dec-2016

Job was a 2 storey rear extension and associated
internal work (changing a bedroom into a bathroom
etc) - changes made to almost every room in the
house. Very impressed - they kept bang on time and
budget even when some significant challenges cropped
up along the way, and didn't charge us for extras even
when they could easily have chosen to do so. Quality of
work was spot-on, and several of the neighbours have
commented at how quickly and smoothly it was
completed compared to similar work they have had
done. Couldn't be more pleased - have already
personally recommended to several friends. Thanks
Alan, John and team!

26-Aug-2015

The building work was a complete internal rebuild with
new floor, walls, electrics, plumbing, kitchen and
bathroom. All work was very well done and the job was
completed ahead of schedule. They were polite and
tidy and kept me informed at all stages. They also
dealt very well with my last minute design changes and
additional requests. Overall, it was a very positive
experience.

11-Aug-2015

Very pleased with the extension. Building work and
trades all excellent
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